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Address HEINZ-GLAS GmbH & Co. KGaA
Glashüttenplatz 1-7 
96355 Kleintettau

Country Germany

SPECIALS
Machines 10 IS

Capacity 265-tons total

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturer of container glass, Flacons and Cosmetic Glass

Heinz-Technology

Flacons from HEINZ-GLAS not only set aesthetic standards, but also technological ones. This refers both to the shape of the glass and to the refining
possibilities. Many of the techniques have been developed and refined in our company by our experienced experts.

Heinz-Novelties

HEINZ-GLAS has proven increasingly over the past years that even luxury and high-quality flacons with extraordinary designs can be manufactured in
a completely automatic production process.

Heinz-Customized

HEINZ-GLAS has been specialized for quite some time in manufacturing customized flacons and complete packaging thanks to its own high-
performance, in-house development department, its own mold making as well as high-tech in production and refining.

You get all services from one source with us. From scheduling to manufacturing and refining and all the way to shipping, we ensure that you obtain
your products reliably.
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